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Real-time Notification Services
Systematically Managing By Exception
The supply chain industry is made up of events. Businesses buy, sell, ship, and maneuver goods on
a daily basis to achieve the operational efficiencies which drive profitability. Traditionally, margin
erosion happens through small exceptions in this process that can’t be efficiently captured and
corrected.
AccellosOne Event provides an easy to use and powerful tool to help capture events and provide
relevant information to users to:
■■

Reduce the time it takes to correct supply chain issues

■■

Increase responsiveness to customers on important events

■■

Automate normal business operations to increase the overall efficiency of the enterprise

Event does this by capturing every event that happens within the AccellosOne product portfolio and
providing an interface to:
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■■

Efficiently filter through the events to find ones of interest

■■

Setup multiple pre-defined sets of filters

■■

Easily create useful notifications via email, text message, or visual desktop notification

Imagine the areas where you can put Event to work for your business. Deliver information vital to the
success of your organization where it is needed in real-time with Event!
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AccellosOne Event can help you lower your costs, improve your customer service and drive operational
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efficiencies in your business. Isn’t it time to start?
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ABOUT ENABLING
Enabling is a recognised leader in the provision and support of business management applications throughout
Australia and New Zealand with more than 1,000 customers across all industry types. They are a highly
experienced consulting service partner with a focus on assisting organisations evolve and implement integrated
relationship management solutions to meet their business and technology needs. Enabling specialise in front
to back office projects that demand focused industry and business knowledge and back it up with years of
experience and comprehensive technology expertise – creating a unified and enhanced capability to deliver value
and success to their customers.

